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Health Law: 
Quality & Liability
Prof. Thaddeus Pope

Medical Malpractice -
Geographical Variations

Geographical 

SOC 

variations

DEF measured 

against the 

reasonable 

physician

What would the 
reasonable 
physician have 
done in the 
circumstances

But which 

reasonable 

physician

The reasonable 

physician 

where
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56 1. Strict locality

2. Statewide

3. Same or similar 

4. National

MD in locality

MD in state

MD in same/similar

MD in USA

Strict 

locality

Used to be the rule 

everywhere

No longer followed 

anywhere, except 

Idaho
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Idaho Stat. 

6-1012

“. . . as an essential part of his 
or her case in chief . . . 
negligently failed to meet the 
applicable standard of health 
care practice of the 
community in which such 
care allegedly was or should 
have been provided . . . .”

“in comparison with similarly 
trained . . . providers . . . in 
the same community, . . . 
that geographical area . . . 
nearest to which such care 
was or allegedly should have 
been provided.”

MD in 
Bonner’s 
Ferry held 
to 
reasonable 
physician in 
Bonner’s 
Ferry

VERY few 
physicians know 
the standard of 
care in specific 
Idaho towns

Hard to sue an 
Idaho physician
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Mass General 
expert can 
know SOC

Formerly Boise

or

Learns it - for 
the case

Statewide

DEF duty = 
reasonable MD 
in state of DEF

Legal duty 

What RP VA 
physician would 
do
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What a RP VA 
physician would 
do might not be 
“best”

Dr. 
Merenstein
followed 
EBM

Yet he still 
loses

Same or 

similar

DEF duty to act as 

reasonable physician 

in DEF community   

or one similar to it
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Case Example 1
Johnson v. Richardson (Tenn. App. 2010)

Expert: Springfield, MO

Defendant: Memphis, TN

May this expert testify?

Community size

Hospital size

Number & type medical 
facilities

Discussed with providers

Visited hospital

Case Example 2

DEF Livingston, MT

GP

PTF Denman, MA

expert Orthopedic 

surgeon

Chapel v. Allison (Mont.)
PTF expert need not 
be from Bozemon

PTF expert must be 
familiar with SOC in 
place like Bozemon
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Expert can acquire that 
knowledge specifically for 
litigation

e.g. visit Bozemon (or 
similar)

National

DEF duty to act    as 
reasonable physician 
in USA

(majority standard)

Physician expected to possess 

medical knowledge and to 

exercise medical judgment as 

possessed by reasonable 

doctor anywhere in the 

United States
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Hall 
v. 

Hillbun

Patient dies after 
abdominal surgery

4 theories of 
negligence

1. Decision to operate

2. Surgery itself

3. Post-op care

4. Sponge left
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Okay if plaintiff experts 
have never been to MS 
before.  Same SOC OH.

Geography

Recap

Is medicine 

really different 

in Idaho - NO

Strict locality

Statewide

Same or similar

Nationwide 

But still an important   rule 
of evidence re:  how 
standard established

May be 

same 

standard

Assume expert is 

from Mayo Clinic 

(Rochester, MN)

DEF in Boise →
Expert must learn 
Boise SOC

http://www.clevelandclinic.org/
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DEF in Seattle →
Expert must learn
WA SOC

DEF in Grand Marais →
Expert must learn SOC 
there or similar place

DEF in St. Louis →
expert qualified 
(geographically) Let’s move from 

geographic SOC 

to SOT


